CHIRAL IMAGING OF COLLAGEN
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Chirality is one of the most important structural properties of molecules, and can be extensively found in various biological molecules. Collagens, which are the most abundant proteins in vertebrates, are intrinsically chiral due to their right-handed triple-helix structures. The structural changes of collagen due to misfoldings of the triple helices are associated with severe diseases, so it is important to study those variations of collagens in tissues [1]. The conventional optical method for chiral detection of molecules is circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, in which the absorption differences between right- and left-circularly polarized lights (RCP/LCP) are measured [2]. However, CD is a weak effect and therefore resulting in poor signal contrast and does not provide spatial discrimination in axial direction. Alternatively, second-harmonic-generation circular-dichroism (SHG-CD) detects SHG signal difference between RCP and LCP with the advantages of higher signal contrast [3]. Additionally, SHG as a nonlinear process also provides intrinsic optical sectioning capability.

In this report, we have studied morphology of thick biological tissue by introducing SHG-CD as a new microscopic contrast agent. Compared with conventional chiral measurement, our method provides three-dimensional sub-micrometer spatial resolution, microsecond acquisition time per pixel, and 100% signal contrast. We perform this chiral imaging to study morphology of collagen fibers in pig ligaments, as shown in Fig. 1. Our method is expected to expand chiral studies inside complicated biological tissues.